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Highland Historian 

Heritage Consultancy & Bespoke Tour Guiding with 
Andrew Grant McKenzie MA (Hons) FSA Scot 

 
Pricing Structure 2022 

 
Pricing given in £-Sterling (GBP) 

Tours 
Prices do not include food, accommodation or admission prices 

Item Item Description and Limitations Unit Cost 
1 Hour For short tours (per hour) and additional hours £50 
½ Day Tour Up to, but not exceeding, 5 hours £250 
Day Tour Up to, but not exceeding, 8 hours £400 
Long-Day Tour Over 8 hours (not including long-distance charge if 

applicable) 
£550 

Multi-Day Tour Cost per day (last day will be charged at Day Tour 
unless it’s a Long-Day Tour) 

£550 

Medium-Distance 
(fuel) Fee 

For days of 50 miles or more driving from Inverness 
and back (the Highland Historian office) and up to 
100 miles. This is regardless of start and end location 
of the tour itself. 

£40 

Long-Distance (fuel) 
Fee 

For days of 100 miles or more driving from Inverness 
and back (the Highland Historian office). This is 
regardless of start and end location of the tour itself. 

£75 

Pre/Post Tour 
Overnight Fee 

For tours that start or end far enough away from 
Inverness to require an overnight stay. 

£150 

Outdoor Transfers For Outdoor sports for one day (including equipment 
transport for skiing, cycling, mountaineering, 
climbing etc.). 

£250 

Consultancy and Research (including Geneaology) 
Prices do not include food, accommodation or admission prices 

Item Item Description and Limitations Unit Cost 
Geneaology  Base 
Rate 

For custom research projects and genealogical 
papers looking into ancestral histories. 

£2,000 

1 Hour For lectures, research or consultancy work £50 
½ Day Up to, but not exceeding, 5 hours £250 
Day Up to, but not exceeding, 8 hours £400 
Long-Day Over 8 hours (not including long-distance charge if 

applicable) 
£550 

Medium-Distance 
(fuel) 

For days of 50 miles or more driving from Inverness 
and back (the Highland Historian office) and up to 
100 miles. This is regardless of start and end location 
of the tour itself. 

£40 

Long-Distance (fuel) For transport to research/meetings of 100 miles or 
more driving from Inverness and back (the Highland 
Historian office). This is regardless of start and end 
location of the tour itself. 

£75 

Overnight Fee  £150 
Published Materials  £POA 
Public Transport For costs of travelling to research/meetings £COST 

Please contact for a specific quotation: 
andrew@highlandhistorian.com 


